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feel like you don t belong you re not alone the world has never been more connected yet people
are lonelier than ever whether we feel unworthy alienated or anxious about our place in the world
the absence of belonging is the great silent wound of our times most people think of belonging as
a mythical place and they spend a lifetime searching for it in vain but what if belonging isn t a
place at all what if it s a skill that has been lost or forgotten with her signature depth and
eloquence toko pa maps a path to belonging from the inside out drawing on myth stories and dreams
she takes us into the origins of our estrangement reframing exile as a necessary initiation into
authenticity then she shares the competencies of belonging a set of ancestral practices to heal
our wounds and restore true belonging to our lives and to the world this volume advances the
goals of affirming the dignity of and reinforcing personhood in adults with debilitating memory
loss environmental gerontologist habib chaudhury draws on research and fieldwork along with the
stories and actions of persons with dementia and their loved ones to discuss dementia and the
concept of self back cover heal from childhood trauma overcome the damaging effects of
emotionally immature behaviors and discover your true self through guided activities in this
friendly workbook many daughters struggle with their self worth when dealing with a narcissistic
mother it is easy to criticize yourself and bury your emotions the effects of this trauma can
lead to self doubt depression anxiety people pleasing tendencies fear and many other
complications that follow you into adulthood break free from narcissistic mothers gives you the
tools to reconnect with yourself and reintroduce all of your emotions back into your psyche it
includes journal prompts to cultivate flexible boundaries and challenge inaccurate beliefs
reflective exercises for managing your relationship with your mother interactive activities to
help you redefine yourself written by an experienced mental health counselor this book is
designed to help readers access their feelings and emotions build their confidence and establish
clear boundaries to live a fulfilling life in this deeply moving book of reflection and
recollection frederick buechner once again draws us into his deeply textured life and experience
to illuminate our own understanding of home as both our place of origin and our ultimate
destination for frederick buechner the meaning of home is twofold the home we remember and the
home we dream as a word it not only recalls the place that we grew up in and that had much to do
with the people we eventually became but also points ahead to the home that in faith we believe
awaits us at life s end writing at the approach of his seventieth birthday he describes both in
prose and in a group of poems the one particular house that was most precious to him as a child
the books he read there and the people he loved there he speaks also of the lifelong search we
are all engaged in to make a new home for ourselves and for our families which is at the same
time a search to find something like the wholeness and comfort of home with ourselves as he turns
his attention to our dreams of the heavenly home still to come he sees it as both hallowing and
fulfilling the charity and the peach of our original home writing with warmth wisdom and
compelling eloquence frederick buechner once again enables us to see more deeply into the secret
places of our hearts the longing for home will help to bring clarity and guidance to anyone who
searches for meaning in a world that all too often seems meaningless can a sense of belonging
increase life satisfaction why do we sometimes feel lonely how can we sustain lasting human
connections the psychology of belonging explores why feeling like we belong is so important
throughout our lives from childhood to old age irrespective of culture race or geography with its
virtues and shortcomings belonging to groups such as families social groups schools workplaces
and communities is fundamental to our identity and wellbeing even in a time when technology has
changed the way we connect with each other in a world where loneliness and social isolation is on
the rise the psychology of belonging shows how meaningful connections can build a sense of
belonging for all of us an inspirational guide to the 6 core qualities of healthy communities for
anyone looking to build community as a source of connection and a vehicle for social change after
two years meeting with different communities in the us psychologist lisa kentgen identified 6 key
traits of vibrant healthy communities that we can all apply to our own lives and networks
commitment to care acceptance diversity skillful conflict resolution bonding rituals hospitality
each chapter focuses on one of these traits highlighting a particular community as a case study
of how it can be put into practice you ll learn about a wide range of successful community models
including a tiny home village for people who had been chronically houseless in austin texas a
study circle to build connection between native and non native people in a small town in south
dakota a 500 member community choir in columbus ohio and a buddhist center in barre massachusetts
committed to bringing greater diversity to the dharma throughout the book you ll reflect how can
we cultivate these traits of vibrant community in our own lives what would it look like to
prioritize caring and acceptance in our interactions with others how can we create a climate of
true inclusivity one where our differences both challenge and strengthen us how can we learn to
feel more comfortable with tension and acquire the skills to move through conflict toward
creative solutions what would happen if we incorporated meaningful rituals into our communities
and made a point of celebrating each other with intention and practice we can transform our
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social relationships and build communities that appreciate difference encourage authentic
expression and foster an environment of belonging and mutual care this book will inspire you to
make the transformative leap from me to we creating communal loving spaces in which to connect
and thrive together a new architecture for peace our world desperately needs new ways to support
community transformation in the answers are there libby hoffman shows us what is possible when
outside aid animates rather than obstructs local leadership and recognizes and honors community
wisdom priorities and resources this book shares stories of individual and communal
transformation in sierra leone where the culture of community was nearly destroyed by civil war
but the unique approach of fambul tok family talk anchoring reconciliation in indigenous
traditions of communal truth telling apology and forgiveness restored that culture and unleashed
a powerful resource for national healing fambul tok s core conviction that ordinary people have
the creativity capacity and determination to transform their communities according to their own
needs and desires changed a country and with it international peace and development hoffman
shares her learning journey as a peacebuilder and as fambul tok s co founder funder and program
partner her diligent compassionate reflection on tending to community to systemic failures and to
her own heart invites readers into building peace from the inside out the answers are there
masterfully blends lived experience thought leadership and actionable techniques inspiring and
equipping readers to grow whole healthy systems in the world 10 proven practices to help children
thrive in a world that seems to grow more unpredictable and challenging by the day how can we
increase learning and joy for children while offering them much needed support uncertainty and
disruption have created a youth mental health crisis that requires all hands on deck this
urgently needed guidebook offers comprehensive and scientifically grounded methods you can use to
support young people s well being no matter what obstacles they face written by an expert with
decades of experience in education youth development and social work this timely and timeless
resource includes 10 practices that can prevent and address mental health challenges and enable
young people to thrive strategies for taking care of kids while also taking care of yourself
information on the most pressing issues youth face from nurturing healthy relationships to
building community and belonging key takeaways and reflection questions for individual use and
group discussion as well as try now sections with tips and tools that can be used immediately
providing essential information practical advice stories and time tested strategies to help kids
live and learn whole child whole life is required reading for anyone who is working with caring
for or raising young people a practical illustrated guide to using the tools of design to create
feelings of inclusion collaboration and respect in groups of any type or size a classroom a work
team an international organization from stanford university s d school this is a beautiful book
wise has applied the gift and imagination and lenses of the d school to one of our most precious
questions how to create belonging priya parker author of the art of gathering and host of the new
york times podcast together apart belonging brings out the best in everyone whether you re a
parent teacher community organizer or leader of any sort your group is unlikely to thrive if the
individuals don t feel welcomed included and valued for who they are the good news is that you
can use design to create feelings of inclusion in your organization rituals that bring people
together spaces that promote calm roles that create a sense of responsibility systems that make
people feel respected and more you can t force feelings but in design for belonging author and
educator susie wise explains how to use simple levers of design to set the stage for belonging to
emerge for example add moveable furniture to a meeting space to customize for your group size
switch up the role of group leader regularly to increase visibility for everyone or create a
special ritual for people joining or leaving your organization to welcome fresh per spectives and
honor work well done inspiration and stories from leaders and scholars are paired with frameworks
tools and tips providing an opportunity to try on different approaches by the end of the book you
ll be able to spot where a greater sense of belonging is needed and actively shape your world to
cultivate it whether it s a party a high stakes meeting or a new national organization coaching
and developing employees is not a one size fits all activity race gender class education culture
and religion can all affect the needs of employees coaches leaders and line managers must address
this diversity inclusion and belonging in coaching is a practical guide for coaches leaders and
line managers which explains how to understand different employee needs identify what experiences
can impact these needs and shows how to develop a truly inclusive approach to coaching and
employee development it also covers how to recognize the difference between employees in survival
mode as opposed to those who are thriving feeling psychologically safe and displaying healthy
resilience packed full of practical tips tools case studies interviews examples and activities to
work through in practice this book allows coaches leaders and line managers to create an
inclusive culture of belonging and psychological safety to ensure that all employees flourish
there is also specific guidance on how to deal with employee trauma such as prejudice racism
bullying burnout imposter syndrome and grief as well as how to cultivate a system of acceptance
and encourage all employees to safely bring their authentic selves to work supported by expert
advice personal experience and industry research this book is crucial reading for all coaches
leaders and managers responsible for talent development specifically designed to address the
foundation curriculum goals from the qca this essential text explores what it means to be a south
asian american living in the us while seeking navigating and receiving psychological behavioral
or counseling services it delves into a range of issues including cultural identity racism
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colorism immigration gender sexuality parenting and caring for older adults chapter authors
provide research literature clinical and cultural considerations for interviewing and treatment
planning case examples questions for reflection suggested readings and resources the book also
includes insights on the future of south asian american mental health social justice advocacy and
public policy integrating theory research and application this book serves as a clinical guide
for therapists instructors professors and supervisors in school university counseling centers
working with south asian american clients as well as for counseling students written in 1955 by a
mystic who fully understood the fourth way the contents of this book was way ahead wayne dyer and
eckhart tolle and only now is it being fully understood the mirror of light from the notebooks of
rodney collin we live our life in a mirror everything is reversed when we see a scene it is
received in the brain reversed the rays go out cross and are received in reverse reality exists
in the place where the two lines cross if we can find it the same takes place in our thoughts we
think that cause is effect and effect cause for us the physical is more real than the spiritual
that which our senses perceive we call objective while all that is imperceptible to our physical
senses we call unreal or imaginary we think sowing and reaping are essentially different and fail
to understand that they are the same we regard birth and death as antitheses and have altogether
forgotten that to die is to be born remembering a phenomenological study second edition edward s
casey a pioneering investigation of the multiple ways of remembering and the difference that
memory makes in our daily lives a choice outstanding academic book an excellent book that
provides an in depth phenomenological and philosophical study of memory choice a stunning
revelation of the pervasiveness of memory in our lives contemporary psychology remembering
presents a study of remembering that is fondly attentive to its rich diversity its intricacy of
structure and detail and its wide ranging efficacy in our everyday life world experience
genuinely pioneering it ranges far beyond what established traditions in philosophy and
psychology have generally taken the functions and especially the limits of memory to be the
humanistic psychologist edward s casey provides a thorough description of the varieties of human
memory including recognizing and reminding reminiscing and commemorating body memory and place
memory the preface to the new edition extends the scope of the original text to include issues of
collective memory forgetting and traumatic memory and aligns this book with casey s newest work
on place and space this ambitious study demonstrates that nothing in our lives is unaffected by
remembering studies in continental thought john sallis general editor contents preface to the
second edition introduction remembering forgotten the amnesia of anamnesis part one keeping
memory in mind first forays eidetic features remembering as intentional act phase remembering as
intentional object phase part two mnemonic modes prologue reminding reminiscing recognizing coda
part three pursuing memory beyond mind prologue body memory place memory commemoration coda part
four remembering re membered the thick autonomy of memory freedom in remembering our parents
ourselves is the best presentation of our aging and of general healthcare issues that i have ever
seen tremendously important henrik blum m d mph professor emeritus school of public health
university of california berkeley this book could well transform how we as a country address
aging and caregiving for generations to come lynn friss feinberg msw deputy director national
center on caregiving at family caregiver alliance turiel s book can help elders and their
families find humane care in our often inhumane and uncaring health care system steffi
woolhandler co founder of physicians for a national health program how to make home your family s
favorite place to be all year long does your home sometimes feel like just a place to eat sleep
and change clothes on the way to the next activity do you long for home to mean more than a place
where you stash your stuff wouldn t you love it to become a haven of warmth rest and joy the one
place where you and your family can t wait to be there is good news waiting for you in the pages
of the lifegiving home every day of your family s life can be as special and important to you as
it already is to god in this unique book designed to help your family enjoy and celebrate every
month of the year together you ll discover the secrets of a life giving home from a mother who
created one and her daughter who was raised in it popular authors sally and sarah clarkson
together they offer a rich treasure of wise advice spiritual principles and practical suggestions
you ll embark on a new path to creating special memories for your children establishing home
building and god centered traditions and cultivating an environment in which your family will
flourish don t miss the companion piece the lifegiving home experience embrace your age and revel
in the wisdom that comes with it the journey into midlife can be an opportunity to re connect
with ourselves and the wisdom our life experience brings however many of us struggle with the
changes that arrive with perimenopause menopause and ageing take a deep dive inward with this
empowering book and discover what gives you meaning and purpose as you move into this new chapter
of your life through sections on physical health mental well being creative expression intuition
and courage elaine harris inspires us to embrace this phase of life with grace and confidence
this is a concept from physics in which it is surmised that small actions can have enormous
consequences and that the flutter of a butterfly s wing on one side of the world can cause
devastating storms on the other side this work includes poems on a range of subjects including
death history culture physics and more to dwell in your house vignettes and spiritual reflections
on caregiving at home addresses the large population in need of more resources for the sacred
work of caregiving with current trends in healthcare the objective is to keep patients out of
hospitals and to provide care at home and yet there are so few resources for caregivers in the
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home going beyond clinical pointers for caregiving this book offers encouragement and inspiration
with thirty original and compelling vignettes while these stories arise out of a professional
chaplain s actual spiritual care visits the insights and wisdom are relevant to anyone who faces
the struggles and joys of being in a caregiving relationship additionally the book provides
contemplations to guide caregivers in their own personal growth reflections to share with those
patients who would benefit from spiritual reassurance and theory upon which caregivers can build
a solid foundation to support their efforts into the future while caregiving can be a lonely
business through this book caregivers will attain a sense of camaraderie with other caregivers
besides giving practical strategies for interacting meaningfully and effectively with patients
and their families this book affirms the gift of caregiving and also understands the challenges
associated with it now with 4 new chapters this iconic and transformative 25th anniversary
edition of the nationally bestselling celebration of joy creativity self love and female power is
updated for new and longtime fans discover the succulent woman within with this colorful guide to
embracing creativity sexuality fear and healing from the bestselling artist and writer sark with
her signature gentle and effervescent julia cameron author of the artist s way prose and vibrant
illustrations sark offers us an accessible guide to living life filled to the brim with joy hope
and self love with four new chapters succulent wild woman will effortlessly help you grow into
your ripe juicy best self one palm sunday echo bodine prayed to be granted a better understanding
of worlds beyond this one and three days later she found herself on an amazing voyage leaving her
body behind she traveled through life death and then beyond in a breath taking vision of what
awaits us all after this life echoes of the soul is heartwarming and enlightening in simple prose
echo bodine gently leads readers through realms of existence we all have yet to experience her
inspiring images leave us with a hopeful vision of life after death or as echo calls it
graduation when we go to our real home this inspiring and positive vision of the afterlife leaves
the reader filled with hope and even awe endorsements echo is the clearest psychic i ve ever read
her vision of our souls and the journey they take is awesome and wonderful and fills all who read
it with an understanding that brings a deep sense of peace a serenity at the core of our being
echo s vision puts our lives into a vast perspective the soul s perspective infinitely broader
than our usual perspective marc allen author of a visionary life preserve your mental health
while meeting the demands of the education profession using proven tools and research happy
teacher revolution helps educators address burnout and jumpstart their own practices to claim joy
using the latest developments in neuroscience and her experience as a teacher author danna thomas
introduces you to self care practices that help you prioritize your wellbeing while handling the
difficulties of a demanding profession this research and evidence based handbook amplifies the
voices of a wide range of changemakers providing data and deliberate action steps to support well
being on both an individual and systemic level in order to enact transformational change realize
increased self worth and learn to decrease prolonged stress by pushing back on expectations of
time money and emotional capacity you will access tools and videos that explore caregiver burnout
vicarious trauma and the importance of self care in the field of education understand why it s
essential to claim happiness as your own best practice to help students discover practical
techniques for identifying your limits and authentically setting boundaries learn to support
peers in your community and work together to address the social emotional and intellectual
demands of teaching educators including both teachers and school leaders will appreciate the
practical and person centered approach in happy teacher revolution with the techniques in this
book you can build a more resilient classroom a more resilient community and most importantly a
happier you ���������������� ���� ������ ������������������ ���� ��� ���������� ��������� ��� ���
��� ������ ��������� ����� ��5������������� people like ourselves is a trilogy of novels set
after the great war in the scottish town of priorsford and portray a small town life in southern
scotland penny plain the impoverished jardine family of siblings lives in a small town of
priorsford scotland their heroine is jean the oldest one at 23 who looks after her three younger
brothers in their house called the rigs their situation changes when a wealthy and sophisticated
lady from london names pamela moves nearby and makes acquaintance with the jardines pamela has an
eligible younger brother who takes an interest to jean pink sugar after spending past 20 years
travelling around the world with her glamorous stepmother kirsty gilmour a 30 years old scottish
woman goes back to scotland her stepmother has died and left her with a decent amount of money
and the freedom to do what she pleases for the first time in her life she chooses to buy a
cottage in a small scottish village and she decides to share it with other people as she desires
to live for others she invites her old aunt to live with her hires an upper class landlord and
brings three motherless children to live with her for a while priorsford lady bidsborough
formerly jean jardine of priorsford is now the mistress of mintern abbas a grand home in england
she is also the mother of three children when her husband biddy feels a moral obligation to
accompany the friend who saved his life during the great war on a long trip jean decides to spend
the winter in her beloved priorsford with a menagerie of children pets maids and a secretary she
returns to the rigs mary ellen geist decided to leave her job as a cbs radio anchor to return
home to michigan when her father s alzheimer s got to be too much for her mother to shoulder
alone she chose to live her life by a different set of priorities to be guided by her heart not
by outside accomplishment and recognition the new york times wrote a front page story on mary
ellen on thanksgiving 2005 it was one of the most e mailed stories for the month through her own
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story and through interviews with doctors and other women who ve followed the daughter track
leaving a job to care for an aging parent geist offers emotional insights on how to encourage
interaction with the loved one you re caring for how to determine daily tasks that are achievable
and rewarding how the personality of the patient affects the caregiving and the progression of
the diseases as well as invaluable advice about how caregivers can take care of themselves while
accomplishing the herculean task of constantly caring for others geist s years in journalism
allow her to report on boomers caretaking dilemmas with professional objectivity and her warm
voice brings compassion and insight to one of the most difficult stituations a son or daughter
may face during his or her life no permanent waves boldly enters the ongoing debates over the
utility of the wave metaphor for capturing the complex history of women s rights by offering
fresh perspectives on the diverse movements that comprise u s feminism past and present seventeen
essays both original and reprinted address continuities conflicts and transformations among women
s movements in the united states from the early nineteenth century through today a respected
group of contributors from diverse generations and backgrounds argue for new chronologies more
inclusive conceptualizations of feminist agendas and participants and fuller engagements with
contestations around particular issues and practices race class and sexuality are explored within
histories of women s rights and feminism as well as the cultural and intellectual currents and
social and political priorities that marked movements for women s advancement and liberation
these essays question whether the concept of waves surging and receding can fully capture the
complexities of u s feminisms and suggest models for reimagining these histories from radio waves
to hip hop whatever life gives you and wherever life takes you there is always a story life and
relationships all begin and are sustained in the context of a story this is not a how to do it
right book as much as it is a book of stories personal stories from the author biblical stories
and stories of ordinary grandparents and grandchildren who have been willing to share their own
stories with which you may be able to identify and be encouraged in your own adventures of
grandparenting this is a book for everyone that either has biological grandchildren or has the
potential to influence the lives of non biological youth and children in the role of
grandparenting this is also a book for churches to consider while planning for ministry to bring
generations together in meaningful interactions and in doing so to create space for generations
to share their stories and share in god s overarching story of reconciling the world one story at
a time during the 1990s as new york was transformed from a crumbling city into a vibrant
metropolis the new york mets were anything but vibrant beginning in 1999 the team waged a battle
to recapture the hearts of new york baseball fans from their crosstown rivals and they came
closer to succeeding than anyone dared dream at the same time mayor rudy giuliani architect of
this new new york and those rivals biggest cheerleader was engaged in his own battles to win a
senate seat and to save his sagging legacy as savior of the city yells for ourselves chronicles
the 1999 and 2000 seasons of the new york mets and explores how local and national politics were
interwoven with the obsessions of a baseball mad city it paints a picture of this forgotten time
in the history of baseball and new york when new ballparks rapid expansion and enhanced training
methods caused a home run explosion when rising free agent salaries separated teams into the
haves and have nots and when a politico s answer to the question mets or yankees could make
global headlines above all yells for ourselves captures what happened when an underdog struggled
to find an identity in a city with no room left for lovable losers the handbook of critical
intercultural communication aims to furnish scholars with a consolidated resource of works that
highlights all aspects of the field its historical inception logics terms and possibilities a
consolidated resource of works that highlights all aspects of this developing field its
historical inception logics terms and possibilities traces the significant historical
developments in intercultural communication helps students and scholars to revisit assess and
reflect on the formation of critical intercultural communication studies posits new directions
for the field in terms of theorizing knowledge production and social justice engagement this
brief offers a comprehensive and up to date overview of the current developments in the field of
prospective memory or memory for delayed intentions it explores several key areas in prospective
memory research including computational modeling neuroscience and prospective memory output
monitoring and implementation intentions it seeks to increase understanding of prospective memory
as well as offer the latest and most compelling findings in the field prospective memory or the
act of remembering to carry out a previously formed intention requires the processes of encoding
storage and delayed retrieval of intended actions chapters in this brief discuss the
implementation and execution of intended actions as well as the conditions in which they can fail
in addition chapters also include reviews of the current state of the neuroscience of prospective
memory as well as developments in statistical modeling laboratory research in the field of
prospective memory began in the late 1980s and since then the number of studies has increased
exponentially this brief provides timely and relevant information in a field that is ever
expanding and growing this brief is an informative resource for researchers and undergraduate and
graduate students in the field of psychology cognitive psychology and neuroscience ���� ���������
��������������� ������������������� ����������� ������������������ ������������� ����������������
���� ����������������� ��������������������� ������������������������������������� increasingly
scholars from many disciplines have begun to incorporate various modalities from the humanities
and arts novels films artwork and other forms of expression to help connect students with the
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experience of aging in deeply meaningful and person centered ways this collection examines how
these approaches are incorporated into gerontology and geriatrics education rather than focusing
solely on measurable outcomes such as changes in learning over time which is the purview of
empirical pedagogy chapters focus on strategies for successfully incorporating a specific work
into the classroom descriptions of humanities and or arts exercises with students or older adults
and other ways that explore how the humanities and arts can be applied successfully and
meaningfully in educational settings this book was originally published as a special issue of
geronotology geriatrics education in the end of cinema as we know it contributors well known in
the movie field talk about the movie industry and look at the variety of new ways we are viewing
films they query whether or not we are getting different better movies the instant new york times
bestseller by the acclaimed author of in the realm of hungry ghosts a groundbreaking
investigation into the causes of illness a bracing critique of how our society breeds disease and
a pathway to health and healing in this revolutionary book renowned physician gabor maté
eloquently dissects how in western countries that pride themselves on their healthcare systems
chronic illness and general ill health are on the rise nearly 70 percent of americans are on at
least one prescription drug more than half take two in canada every fifth person has high blood
pressure in europe hypertension is diagnosed in more than 30 percent of the population and
everywhere adolescent mental illness is on the rise so what is really normal when it comes to
health over four decades of clinical experience maté has come to recognize the prevailing
understanding of normal as false neglecting the roles that trauma and stress and the pressures of
modern day living exert on our bodies and our minds at the expense of good health for all our
expertise and technological sophistication western medicine often fails to treat the whole person
ignoring how today s culture stresses the body burdens the immune system and undermines emotional
balance now maté brings his perspective to the great untangling of common myths about what makes
us sick connects the dots between the maladies of individuals and the declining soundness of
society and offers a compassionate guide for health and healing cowritten with his son daniel the
myth of normal is maté s most ambitious and urgent book yet when movies replaced theater in the
early twentieth century live drama was wide open to reform a rebellion against commercialism
called the little theatre movement promoted the notion that theatre is a valuable form of self
expression composing ourselves argues that the movement was a national phenomenon that resulted
in lasting ideas for serious theatre that are now ordinary parts of the american cultural
landscape
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Belonging

2021-06-03

feel like you don t belong you re not alone the world has never been more connected yet people
are lonelier than ever whether we feel unworthy alienated or anxious about our place in the world
the absence of belonging is the great silent wound of our times most people think of belonging as
a mythical place and they spend a lifetime searching for it in vain but what if belonging isn t a
place at all what if it s a skill that has been lost or forgotten with her signature depth and
eloquence toko pa maps a path to belonging from the inside out drawing on myth stories and dreams
she takes us into the origins of our estrangement reframing exile as a necessary initiation into
authenticity then she shares the competencies of belonging a set of ancestral practices to heal
our wounds and restore true belonging to our lives and to the world

Belonging

2018

this volume advances the goals of affirming the dignity of and reinforcing personhood in adults
with debilitating memory loss environmental gerontologist habib chaudhury draws on research and
fieldwork along with the stories and actions of persons with dementia and their loved ones to
discuss dementia and the concept of self back cover

Remembering Home

2008-06-23

heal from childhood trauma overcome the damaging effects of emotionally immature behaviors and
discover your true self through guided activities in this friendly workbook many daughters
struggle with their self worth when dealing with a narcissistic mother it is easy to criticize
yourself and bury your emotions the effects of this trauma can lead to self doubt depression
anxiety people pleasing tendencies fear and many other complications that follow you into
adulthood break free from narcissistic mothers gives you the tools to reconnect with yourself and
reintroduce all of your emotions back into your psyche it includes journal prompts to cultivate
flexible boundaries and challenge inaccurate beliefs reflective exercises for managing your
relationship with your mother interactive activities to help you redefine yourself written by an
experienced mental health counselor this book is designed to help readers access their feelings
and emotions build their confidence and establish clear boundaries to live a fulfilling life

Break Free from Narcissistic Mothers

2022-01-25

in this deeply moving book of reflection and recollection frederick buechner once again draws us
into his deeply textured life and experience to illuminate our own understanding of home as both
our place of origin and our ultimate destination for frederick buechner the meaning of home is
twofold the home we remember and the home we dream as a word it not only recalls the place that
we grew up in and that had much to do with the people we eventually became but also points ahead
to the home that in faith we believe awaits us at life s end writing at the approach of his
seventieth birthday he describes both in prose and in a group of poems the one particular house
that was most precious to him as a child the books he read there and the people he loved there he
speaks also of the lifelong search we are all engaged in to make a new home for ourselves and for
our families which is at the same time a search to find something like the wholeness and comfort
of home with ourselves as he turns his attention to our dreams of the heavenly home still to come
he sees it as both hallowing and fulfilling the charity and the peach of our original home
writing with warmth wisdom and compelling eloquence frederick buechner once again enables us to
see more deeply into the secret places of our hearts the longing for home will help to bring
clarity and guidance to anyone who searches for meaning in a world that all too often seems
meaningless

The Longing for Home

2009-10-13

can a sense of belonging increase life satisfaction why do we sometimes feel lonely how can we
sustain lasting human connections the psychology of belonging explores why feeling like we belong
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is so important throughout our lives from childhood to old age irrespective of culture race or
geography with its virtues and shortcomings belonging to groups such as families social groups
schools workplaces and communities is fundamental to our identity and wellbeing even in a time
when technology has changed the way we connect with each other in a world where loneliness and
social isolation is on the rise the psychology of belonging shows how meaningful connections can
build a sense of belonging for all of us

The Psychology of Belonging

2020-10-07

an inspirational guide to the 6 core qualities of healthy communities for anyone looking to build
community as a source of connection and a vehicle for social change after two years meeting with
different communities in the us psychologist lisa kentgen identified 6 key traits of vibrant
healthy communities that we can all apply to our own lives and networks commitment to care
acceptance diversity skillful conflict resolution bonding rituals hospitality each chapter
focuses on one of these traits highlighting a particular community as a case study of how it can
be put into practice you ll learn about a wide range of successful community models including a
tiny home village for people who had been chronically houseless in austin texas a study circle to
build connection between native and non native people in a small town in south dakota a 500
member community choir in columbus ohio and a buddhist center in barre massachusetts committed to
bringing greater diversity to the dharma throughout the book you ll reflect how can we cultivate
these traits of vibrant community in our own lives what would it look like to prioritize caring
and acceptance in our interactions with others how can we create a climate of true inclusivity
one where our differences both challenge and strengthen us how can we learn to feel more
comfortable with tension and acquire the skills to move through conflict toward creative
solutions what would happen if we incorporated meaningful rituals into our communities and made a
point of celebrating each other with intention and practice we can transform our social
relationships and build communities that appreciate difference encourage authentic expression and
foster an environment of belonging and mutual care this book will inspire you to make the
transformative leap from me to we creating communal loving spaces in which to connect and thrive
together

The Practice of Belonging

2023-04-04

a new architecture for peace our world desperately needs new ways to support community
transformation in the answers are there libby hoffman shows us what is possible when outside aid
animates rather than obstructs local leadership and recognizes and honors community wisdom
priorities and resources this book shares stories of individual and communal transformation in
sierra leone where the culture of community was nearly destroyed by civil war but the unique
approach of fambul tok family talk anchoring reconciliation in indigenous traditions of communal
truth telling apology and forgiveness restored that culture and unleashed a powerful resource for
national healing fambul tok s core conviction that ordinary people have the creativity capacity
and determination to transform their communities according to their own needs and desires changed
a country and with it international peace and development hoffman shares her learning journey as
a peacebuilder and as fambul tok s co founder funder and program partner her diligent
compassionate reflection on tending to community to systemic failures and to her own heart
invites readers into building peace from the inside out the answers are there masterfully blends
lived experience thought leadership and actionable techniques inspiring and equipping readers to
grow whole healthy systems in the world

The Answers Are There

2022-10-25

10 proven practices to help children thrive in a world that seems to grow more unpredictable and
challenging by the day how can we increase learning and joy for children while offering them much
needed support uncertainty and disruption have created a youth mental health crisis that requires
all hands on deck this urgently needed guidebook offers comprehensive and scientifically grounded
methods you can use to support young people s well being no matter what obstacles they face
written by an expert with decades of experience in education youth development and social work
this timely and timeless resource includes 10 practices that can prevent and address mental
health challenges and enable young people to thrive strategies for taking care of kids while also
taking care of yourself information on the most pressing issues youth face from nurturing healthy
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relationships to building community and belonging key takeaways and reflection questions for
individual use and group discussion as well as try now sections with tips and tools that can be
used immediately providing essential information practical advice stories and time tested
strategies to help kids live and learn whole child whole life is required reading for anyone who
is working with caring for or raising young people

Whole Child, Whole Life

2023-04-26

a practical illustrated guide to using the tools of design to create feelings of inclusion
collaboration and respect in groups of any type or size a classroom a work team an international
organization from stanford university s d school this is a beautiful book wise has applied the
gift and imagination and lenses of the d school to one of our most precious questions how to
create belonging priya parker author of the art of gathering and host of the new york times
podcast together apart belonging brings out the best in everyone whether you re a parent teacher
community organizer or leader of any sort your group is unlikely to thrive if the individuals don
t feel welcomed included and valued for who they are the good news is that you can use design to
create feelings of inclusion in your organization rituals that bring people together spaces that
promote calm roles that create a sense of responsibility systems that make people feel respected
and more you can t force feelings but in design for belonging author and educator susie wise
explains how to use simple levers of design to set the stage for belonging to emerge for example
add moveable furniture to a meeting space to customize for your group size switch up the role of
group leader regularly to increase visibility for everyone or create a special ritual for people
joining or leaving your organization to welcome fresh per spectives and honor work well done
inspiration and stories from leaders and scholars are paired with frameworks tools and tips
providing an opportunity to try on different approaches by the end of the book you ll be able to
spot where a greater sense of belonging is needed and actively shape your world to cultivate it
whether it s a party a high stakes meeting or a new national organization

Design for Belonging

2022-04-19

coaching and developing employees is not a one size fits all activity race gender class education
culture and religion can all affect the needs of employees coaches leaders and line managers must
address this diversity inclusion and belonging in coaching is a practical guide for coaches
leaders and line managers which explains how to understand different employee needs identify what
experiences can impact these needs and shows how to develop a truly inclusive approach to
coaching and employee development it also covers how to recognize the difference between
employees in survival mode as opposed to those who are thriving feeling psychologically safe and
displaying healthy resilience packed full of practical tips tools case studies interviews
examples and activities to work through in practice this book allows coaches leaders and line
managers to create an inclusive culture of belonging and psychological safety to ensure that all
employees flourish there is also specific guidance on how to deal with employee trauma such as
prejudice racism bullying burnout imposter syndrome and grief as well as how to cultivate a
system of acceptance and encourage all employees to safely bring their authentic selves to work
supported by expert advice personal experience and industry research this book is crucial reading
for all coaches leaders and managers responsible for talent development

Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging in Coaching

2022-04-03

specifically designed to address the foundation curriculum goals from the qca

Ourselves

2001

this essential text explores what it means to be a south asian american living in the us while
seeking navigating and receiving psychological behavioral or counseling services it delves into a
range of issues including cultural identity racism colorism immigration gender sexuality
parenting and caring for older adults chapter authors provide research literature clinical and
cultural considerations for interviewing and treatment planning case examples questions for
reflection suggested readings and resources the book also includes insights on the future of
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south asian american mental health social justice advocacy and public policy integrating theory
research and application this book serves as a clinical guide for therapists instructors
professors and supervisors in school university counseling centers working with south asian
american clients as well as for counseling students

Counseling and Psychotherapy for South Asian Americans

2022-10-28

written in 1955 by a mystic who fully understood the fourth way the contents of this book was way
ahead wayne dyer and eckhart tolle and only now is it being fully understood the mirror of light
from the notebooks of rodney collin we live our life in a mirror everything is reversed when we
see a scene it is received in the brain reversed the rays go out cross and are received in
reverse reality exists in the place where the two lines cross if we can find it the same takes
place in our thoughts we think that cause is effect and effect cause for us the physical is more
real than the spiritual that which our senses perceive we call objective while all that is
imperceptible to our physical senses we call unreal or imaginary we think sowing and reaping are
essentially different and fail to understand that they are the same we regard birth and death as
antitheses and have altogether forgotten that to die is to be born

The Mirror Of Light

2017-03-14

remembering a phenomenological study second edition edward s casey a pioneering investigation of
the multiple ways of remembering and the difference that memory makes in our daily lives a choice
outstanding academic book an excellent book that provides an in depth phenomenological and
philosophical study of memory choice a stunning revelation of the pervasiveness of memory in our
lives contemporary psychology remembering presents a study of remembering that is fondly
attentive to its rich diversity its intricacy of structure and detail and its wide ranging
efficacy in our everyday life world experience genuinely pioneering it ranges far beyond what
established traditions in philosophy and psychology have generally taken the functions and
especially the limits of memory to be the humanistic psychologist edward s casey provides a
thorough description of the varieties of human memory including recognizing and reminding
reminiscing and commemorating body memory and place memory the preface to the new edition extends
the scope of the original text to include issues of collective memory forgetting and traumatic
memory and aligns this book with casey s newest work on place and space this ambitious study
demonstrates that nothing in our lives is unaffected by remembering studies in continental
thought john sallis general editor contents preface to the second edition introduction
remembering forgotten the amnesia of anamnesis part one keeping memory in mind first forays
eidetic features remembering as intentional act phase remembering as intentional object phase
part two mnemonic modes prologue reminding reminiscing recognizing coda part three pursuing
memory beyond mind prologue body memory place memory commemoration coda part four remembering re
membered the thick autonomy of memory freedom in remembering

Remembering, Second Edition

2000-10-22

our parents ourselves is the best presentation of our aging and of general healthcare issues that
i have ever seen tremendously important henrik blum m d mph professor emeritus school of public
health university of california berkeley this book could well transform how we as a country
address aging and caregiving for generations to come lynn friss feinberg msw deputy director
national center on caregiving at family caregiver alliance turiel s book can help elders and
their families find humane care in our often inhumane and uncaring health care system steffi
woolhandler co founder of physicians for a national health program

Our Parents, Ourselves

2005-11-09

how to make home your family s favorite place to be all year long does your home sometimes feel
like just a place to eat sleep and change clothes on the way to the next activity do you long for
home to mean more than a place where you stash your stuff wouldn t you love it to become a haven
of warmth rest and joy the one place where you and your family can t wait to be there is good
news waiting for you in the pages of the lifegiving home every day of your family s life can be
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as special and important to you as it already is to god in this unique book designed to help your
family enjoy and celebrate every month of the year together you ll discover the secrets of a life
giving home from a mother who created one and her daughter who was raised in it popular authors
sally and sarah clarkson together they offer a rich treasure of wise advice spiritual principles
and practical suggestions you ll embark on a new path to creating special memories for your
children establishing home building and god centered traditions and cultivating an environment in
which your family will flourish don t miss the companion piece the lifegiving home experience

The Lifegiving Home

2016-02-02

embrace your age and revel in the wisdom that comes with it the journey into midlife can be an
opportunity to re connect with ourselves and the wisdom our life experience brings however many
of us struggle with the changes that arrive with perimenopause menopause and ageing take a deep
dive inward with this empowering book and discover what gives you meaning and purpose as you move
into this new chapter of your life through sections on physical health mental well being creative
expression intuition and courage elaine harris inspires us to embrace this phase of life with
grace and confidence

Wise

2023-06-08

this is a concept from physics in which it is surmised that small actions can have enormous
consequences and that the flutter of a butterfly s wing on one side of the world can cause
devastating storms on the other side this work includes poems on a range of subjects including
death history culture physics and more

The Butterfly Effect

2005

to dwell in your house vignettes and spiritual reflections on caregiving at home addresses the
large population in need of more resources for the sacred work of caregiving with current trends
in healthcare the objective is to keep patients out of hospitals and to provide care at home and
yet there are so few resources for caregivers in the home going beyond clinical pointers for
caregiving this book offers encouragement and inspiration with thirty original and compelling
vignettes while these stories arise out of a professional chaplain s actual spiritual care visits
the insights and wisdom are relevant to anyone who faces the struggles and joys of being in a
caregiving relationship additionally the book provides contemplations to guide caregivers in
their own personal growth reflections to share with those patients who would benefit from
spiritual reassurance and theory upon which caregivers can build a solid foundation to support
their efforts into the future while caregiving can be a lonely business through this book
caregivers will attain a sense of camaraderie with other caregivers besides giving practical
strategies for interacting meaningfully and effectively with patients and their families this
book affirms the gift of caregiving and also understands the challenges associated with it

To Dwell in Your House

2017-11-15

now with 4 new chapters this iconic and transformative 25th anniversary edition of the nationally
bestselling celebration of joy creativity self love and female power is updated for new and
longtime fans discover the succulent woman within with this colorful guide to embracing
creativity sexuality fear and healing from the bestselling artist and writer sark with her
signature gentle and effervescent julia cameron author of the artist s way prose and vibrant
illustrations sark offers us an accessible guide to living life filled to the brim with joy hope
and self love with four new chapters succulent wild woman will effortlessly help you grow into
your ripe juicy best self

Succulent Wild Woman (25th Anniversary Edition)

2022-10-25

one palm sunday echo bodine prayed to be granted a better understanding of worlds beyond this one
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and three days later she found herself on an amazing voyage leaving her body behind she traveled
through life death and then beyond in a breath taking vision of what awaits us all after this
life echoes of the soul is heartwarming and enlightening in simple prose echo bodine gently leads
readers through realms of existence we all have yet to experience her inspiring images leave us
with a hopeful vision of life after death or as echo calls it graduation when we go to our real
home this inspiring and positive vision of the afterlife leaves the reader filled with hope and
even awe endorsements echo is the clearest psychic i ve ever read her vision of our souls and the
journey they take is awesome and wonderful and fills all who read it with an understanding that
brings a deep sense of peace a serenity at the core of our being echo s vision puts our lives
into a vast perspective the soul s perspective infinitely broader than our usual perspective marc
allen author of a visionary life

Echoes of the Soul

1999

preserve your mental health while meeting the demands of the education profession using proven
tools and research happy teacher revolution helps educators address burnout and jumpstart their
own practices to claim joy using the latest developments in neuroscience and her experience as a
teacher author danna thomas introduces you to self care practices that help you prioritize your
wellbeing while handling the difficulties of a demanding profession this research and evidence
based handbook amplifies the voices of a wide range of changemakers providing data and deliberate
action steps to support well being on both an individual and systemic level in order to enact
transformational change realize increased self worth and learn to decrease prolonged stress by
pushing back on expectations of time money and emotional capacity you will access tools and
videos that explore caregiver burnout vicarious trauma and the importance of self care in the
field of education understand why it s essential to claim happiness as your own best practice to
help students discover practical techniques for identifying your limits and authentically setting
boundaries learn to support peers in your community and work together to address the social
emotional and intellectual demands of teaching educators including both teachers and school
leaders will appreciate the practical and person centered approach in happy teacher revolution
with the techniques in this book you can build a more resilient classroom a more resilient
community and most importantly a happier you

Happy Teacher Revolution

2024-04-30
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アッシャー家の崩壊

2008-02-21

people like ourselves is a trilogy of novels set after the great war in the scottish town of
priorsford and portray a small town life in southern scotland penny plain the impoverished
jardine family of siblings lives in a small town of priorsford scotland their heroine is jean the
oldest one at 23 who looks after her three younger brothers in their house called the rigs their
situation changes when a wealthy and sophisticated lady from london names pamela moves nearby and
makes acquaintance with the jardines pamela has an eligible younger brother who takes an interest
to jean pink sugar after spending past 20 years travelling around the world with her glamorous
stepmother kirsty gilmour a 30 years old scottish woman goes back to scotland her stepmother has
died and left her with a decent amount of money and the freedom to do what she pleases for the
first time in her life she chooses to buy a cottage in a small scottish village and she decides
to share it with other people as she desires to live for others she invites her old aunt to live
with her hires an upper class landlord and brings three motherless children to live with her for
a while priorsford lady bidsborough formerly jean jardine of priorsford is now the mistress of
mintern abbas a grand home in england she is also the mother of three children when her husband
biddy feels a moral obligation to accompany the friend who saved his life during the great war on
a long trip jean decides to spend the winter in her beloved priorsford with a menagerie of
children pets maids and a secretary she returns to the rigs

People Like Ourselves (Scottish Historical Novels)

2020-12-17
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mary ellen geist decided to leave her job as a cbs radio anchor to return home to michigan when
her father s alzheimer s got to be too much for her mother to shoulder alone she chose to live
her life by a different set of priorities to be guided by her heart not by outside accomplishment
and recognition the new york times wrote a front page story on mary ellen on thanksgiving 2005 it
was one of the most e mailed stories for the month through her own story and through interviews
with doctors and other women who ve followed the daughter track leaving a job to care for an
aging parent geist offers emotional insights on how to encourage interaction with the loved one
you re caring for how to determine daily tasks that are achievable and rewarding how the
personality of the patient affects the caregiving and the progression of the diseases as well as
invaluable advice about how caregivers can take care of themselves while accomplishing the
herculean task of constantly caring for others geist s years in journalism allow her to report on
boomers caretaking dilemmas with professional objectivity and her warm voice brings compassion
and insight to one of the most difficult stituations a son or daughter may face during his or her
life

Measure of the Heart

2008-08-13

no permanent waves boldly enters the ongoing debates over the utility of the wave metaphor for
capturing the complex history of women s rights by offering fresh perspectives on the diverse
movements that comprise u s feminism past and present seventeen essays both original and
reprinted address continuities conflicts and transformations among women s movements in the
united states from the early nineteenth century through today a respected group of contributors
from diverse generations and backgrounds argue for new chronologies more inclusive
conceptualizations of feminist agendas and participants and fuller engagements with contestations
around particular issues and practices race class and sexuality are explored within histories of
women s rights and feminism as well as the cultural and intellectual currents and social and
political priorities that marked movements for women s advancement and liberation these essays
question whether the concept of waves surging and receding can fully capture the complexities of
u s feminisms and suggest models for reimagining these histories from radio waves to hip hop

No Permanent Waves

2010

whatever life gives you and wherever life takes you there is always a story life and
relationships all begin and are sustained in the context of a story this is not a how to do it
right book as much as it is a book of stories personal stories from the author biblical stories
and stories of ordinary grandparents and grandchildren who have been willing to share their own
stories with which you may be able to identify and be encouraged in your own adventures of
grandparenting this is a book for everyone that either has biological grandchildren or has the
potential to influence the lives of non biological youth and children in the role of
grandparenting this is also a book for churches to consider while planning for ministry to bring
generations together in meaningful interactions and in doing so to create space for generations
to share their stories and share in god s overarching story of reconciling the world one story at
a time

The Grandparenting Effect

2020-07-21

during the 1990s as new york was transformed from a crumbling city into a vibrant metropolis the
new york mets were anything but vibrant beginning in 1999 the team waged a battle to recapture
the hearts of new york baseball fans from their crosstown rivals and they came closer to
succeeding than anyone dared dream at the same time mayor rudy giuliani architect of this new new
york and those rivals biggest cheerleader was engaged in his own battles to win a senate seat and
to save his sagging legacy as savior of the city yells for ourselves chronicles the 1999 and 2000
seasons of the new york mets and explores how local and national politics were interwoven with
the obsessions of a baseball mad city it paints a picture of this forgotten time in the history
of baseball and new york when new ballparks rapid expansion and enhanced training methods caused
a home run explosion when rising free agent salaries separated teams into the haves and have nots
and when a politico s answer to the question mets or yankees could make global headlines above
all yells for ourselves captures what happened when an underdog struggled to find an identity in
a city with no room left for lovable losers
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Two Pictures, Or, What We Think of Ourselves, and what the World
Thinks of Us

1863

the handbook of critical intercultural communication aims to furnish scholars with a consolidated
resource of works that highlights all aspects of the field its historical inception logics terms
and possibilities a consolidated resource of works that highlights all aspects of this developing
field its historical inception logics terms and possibilities traces the significant historical
developments in intercultural communication helps students and scholars to revisit assess and
reflect on the formation of critical intercultural communication studies posits new directions
for the field in terms of theorizing knowledge production and social justice engagement

Yells for Ourselves

2019-03-12

this brief offers a comprehensive and up to date overview of the current developments in the
field of prospective memory or memory for delayed intentions it explores several key areas in
prospective memory research including computational modeling neuroscience and prospective memory
output monitoring and implementation intentions it seeks to increase understanding of prospective
memory as well as offer the latest and most compelling findings in the field prospective memory
or the act of remembering to carry out a previously formed intention requires the processes of
encoding storage and delayed retrieval of intended actions chapters in this brief discuss the
implementation and execution of intended actions as well as the conditions in which they can fail
in addition chapters also include reviews of the current state of the neuroscience of prospective
memory as well as developments in statistical modeling laboratory research in the field of
prospective memory began in the late 1980s and since then the number of studies has increased
exponentially this brief provides timely and relevant information in a field that is ever
expanding and growing this brief is an informative resource for researchers and undergraduate and
graduate students in the field of psychology cognitive psychology and neuroscience

Education for Victory

1943
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The Handbook of Critical Intercultural Communication

2012-11-28

increasingly scholars from many disciplines have begun to incorporate various modalities from the
humanities and arts novels films artwork and other forms of expression to help connect students
with the experience of aging in deeply meaningful and person centered ways this collection
examines how these approaches are incorporated into gerontology and geriatrics education rather
than focusing solely on measurable outcomes such as changes in learning over time which is the
purview of empirical pedagogy chapters focus on strategies for successfully incorporating a
specific work into the classroom descriptions of humanities and or arts exercises with students
or older adults and other ways that explore how the humanities and arts can be applied
successfully and meaningfully in educational settings this book was originally published as a
special issue of geronotology geriatrics education

Education for Victory

1943

in the end of cinema as we know it contributors well known in the movie field talk about the
movie industry and look at the variety of new ways we are viewing films they query whether or not
we are getting different better movies
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Prospective Memory

2017-11-17

the instant new york times bestseller by the acclaimed author of in the realm of hungry ghosts a
groundbreaking investigation into the causes of illness a bracing critique of how our society
breeds disease and a pathway to health and healing in this revolutionary book renowned physician
gabor maté eloquently dissects how in western countries that pride themselves on their healthcare
systems chronic illness and general ill health are on the rise nearly 70 percent of americans are
on at least one prescription drug more than half take two in canada every fifth person has high
blood pressure in europe hypertension is diagnosed in more than 30 percent of the population and
everywhere adolescent mental illness is on the rise so what is really normal when it comes to
health over four decades of clinical experience maté has come to recognize the prevailing
understanding of normal as false neglecting the roles that trauma and stress and the pressures of
modern day living exert on our bodies and our minds at the expense of good health for all our
expertise and technological sophistication western medicine often fails to treat the whole person
ignoring how today s culture stresses the body burdens the immune system and undermines emotional
balance now maté brings his perspective to the great untangling of common myths about what makes
us sick connects the dots between the maladies of individuals and the declining soundness of
society and offers a compassionate guide for health and healing cowritten with his son daniel the
myth of normal is maté s most ambitious and urgent book yet

赤い天幕

2001-12

when movies replaced theater in the early twentieth century live drama was wide open to reform a
rebellion against commercialism called the little theatre movement promoted the notion that
theatre is a valuable form of self expression composing ourselves argues that the movement was a
national phenomenon that resulted in lasting ideas for serious theatre that are now ordinary
parts of the american cultural landscape

The 'Other' in Ourselves

2018-10-22

Remembering the Future

1995

The End of Cinema as We Know it

2002

The Myth of Normal

2022-09-13

Composing Ourselves

2005
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